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Energy Assured Limited - Revocation and Substitution - A91390 & A91391 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission to the Australian Competition and 

Consumer Commission (ACCC) consultation process for the Energy Assured Limited (EAL) 

applications for authorisation A91390 & A91391 (the applications) of a revised EAL Code 

of Practice (the Code). 

Overview 

Consumer Action’s 2011 submissions to the Code authorisation process recommended the 

ACCC refuse to authorise the applications, on the grounds that the proposal did not actually 

improve existing consumer protections, and could lead to increased public detriment, 

including costs, without a corresponding public benefit.   

In the intervening two years, the energy marketing landscape has changed significantly.  The 

key development that has shaped this change without doubt has been the ACCC’s 

identification of energy retailer compliance with the Australian Consumer Law (the ACL) as 

an enforcement priority.  We consider the decision of the three major energy retailers to stop 

door to door marketing to be a direct result of that enforcement action.  

It remains our view that the proposed Code does not attempt to, and will not achieve, an 

enhancement of consumer welfare above what is already afforded them under law – 

meaning effectively that consumers will have to bear the cost of unnecessary regulation that 

is of no benefit to them. 

Given that the Code fails to achieve the fundamental requirement of enhancing consumer 

confidence and protection, our recommendation is once again that the ACCC refuse to 

approve the Code.  
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Where is the evidence the industry improved practices owing to the Code? 

Between November 2011 and November 2013, Consumer Action’s Do Not Knock campaign 

website hosted a Make a Complaint form, which allowed consumers to report potential 

breaches of the ACL. Complainants were asked to note the time of the call, whether they 

had a Do Not Knock sticker on display, and whether the salesperson left immediately upon 

request – reflecting the obligations of salespeople under the ACL. 

Consumer Action compiled those complaints and reported potential breaches of the ACL to 

the ACCC. A staggering 40% of complaints we have passed to the ACCC pertained to the 

conduct of energy retailers at the door. In raw figures, 161 of the total 399 complaints 

provided to the ACCC pertained to retailers who would be covered by the Code. This figure 

doesn’t include solar energy providers or energy efficiency device schemes. Even after the 

cessation of door to door marketing by major retailers, energy retailers continued to feature 

prominently in the complaint statistics.  

We expect Ombudsman schemes will provide their own additional data about complaints 

pertaining to door to door selling, which will provide a broader view of complaints about 

energy marketers.   

Given the intensive campaigning around door to door selling issues since the Code took 

effect, and the spotlight on the practices of energy retailers in particular, the fact that energy 

marketing still accounted for such a high proportion of complaints suggests to us the Code 

has not been effective.  

Consumer awareness of the Code 

Consumer Action has not endorsed the Code at any stage, and has not referred to it on our 

Do Not Knock website or in other outreach activities because it does not offer consumers 

additional benefits they don’t already have at law.  

In our assessment of the complaints made via the Do Not Knock website, it is not apparent 

that any of the complainants were aware of the Code. We would not anticipate that 

consumers have an awareness of the EAL Code – this could be tested simply by requiring a 

market research survey on this question to a statistically significant sample size.   

However, we question whether attributing value to consumer awareness of the Code is 

relevant for the Code re-authorisation process, given that the Code largely reflects existing 

laws and consumer complaints are directed to retailers and Ombudsman schemes on EAL’s 

Frequently Asked Questions page.  

In the past two years, further evidence has emerged that consumers simply don’t like door to 

door selling and want the ability to opt out of such a marketing channel The code does not 

allow for a simple way for consumers to opt out. In February 2012, Consumer Action 

published research commissioned into consumer attitudes toward door to door selling.  The 

research found: 

 Only 3% have a generally positive opinion of door-to-door selling 
 77% dislike door-to-door sales 
 Consumers feel misled by in-home sales 
 56% of shoppers feel the greatest pressure to purchase when visited at home 
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A copy of the research is at Attachment A. 

Effective sanctions  

The ACCC will already be well aware that the three of the major energy retailers – 

EnergyAustralia, AGL, and Origin - have voluntarily ceased door to door selling. This 

cessation occurred after the ACCC took legal action against a number of retailers for alleged 

breaches of the ACL. Consumer Action welcomed this cessation, and note that neither AGL 

or EnergyAustralia are members of the Energy Assured scheme.1 

Whilst the voluntary cessation is welcome, it is clear to us that the willingness of the ACCC 

to take enforcement action has been a clear factor in the business decisions made to stop 

this sales practice – in addition to the fact that energy retailers themselves already knew 

their customers didn’t like the practice.  

Significant financial penalties for breaching the ACL, the widespread use of Do Not Knock 

stickers, and having an avenue to complain (ie the Do Not Knock make a complaint page), 

has certainly influenced how retailers interact with potential customers.  

Whilst some smaller energy retail marketers continue to elicit consumer complaints, we see  

ACCC’s priorities and willingness to seek legal redress for consumers as a far greater 

influence on business behaviour than a voluntary, unenforceable code of practice that 

doesn’t prioritise the needs of consumers.    

Systemic misconduct of sales practices is not addressed in proposed revision 

From Consumer Action’s attendance at EAL Stakeholder meetings, it is clear that EAL’s 

emphasis is heavily on handing out penalties to individual salespeople who breach the Code 

and ensuring they are forced out of the industry, rather than looking at systemic issues 

around high pressure selling that continue to cause consumer detriment. 

The conduct of salespeople in this sector is driven not just by laws and regulations, but by 

the need to make a sale in order to make a salary.  Commission-based selling incentivises a 

sale above all other considerations, which as is well known, encourages mis-selling and 

other misleading practices. The proposed EAL Code will remain ineffective as a driver of 

improved salesperson behaviour because it does not address fundamental cause of 

consumer detriment caused by door to door sales not already addressed by the ACL. 

Commission-based selling was identified as problematic in the ACCC’s own research into 

door to door selling, as well as Footscray Legal Service’s excellent Strangers Are Calling 

report, which recommended that an enhanced code of conduct address systemic 

misconduct in door to door sales practices, noting particularly that commission-based selling 

which encourages aggressive sales tactics be addressed.2  

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 http://energyassured.com.au/member-list/ as at 19-11-2013 

2
Recommendation 15 http://donotknock.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Strangers_are_Calling.pdf   

http://energyassured.com.au/member-list/
http://donotknock.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Strangers_are_Calling.pdf
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Conclusion  

All regulation ultimately comes at a cost to end users through the pricing of their goods and 

services, so there needs to be some demonstrable benefit for the target audience of that 

regulation.  The EAL Code does not meet this fundamental benchmark.   

The ACCC’s active enforcement of the ACL has, at least in part, resulted in an improvement 

in sales practices by a cessation of using this sales channel by the main users, and hopefully 

improvement in the conduct of other energy retailers. Addressing the systemic problem of 

commission based selling is the one opportunity where the EAL Code could raise the bar on 

industry practices. It fails to do so.   

As such, Consumer Action does not support the authorisation of a voluntary, self-regulatory 

code that imposes costs but does not provide a benefit beyond the existing legal protection 

of consumers. 

Yours sincerely 

CONSUMER ACTION LAW CENTRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Denise Boyd      Sarah Wilson 

Director Policy & Campaigns    Senior Campaigner 
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G E N E R A L  V I E W S  

 Seventy-seven per cent of respondents stated 

unequivocally that they disliked door to door selling  

 Only a very small proportion of respondents  - three 

per cent - categorically stated that they have a 

good general opinion of unsolicited door to door 

selling 

 

 

 

Q: What is your general opinion of unsolicited door-to-door 

selling (i.e. a seller visiting your home without prior contact 

with you) (n=1014) 

 

E X P E R I E N C E  W I T H  D O O R - T O -D O O R  

S A L E S  

Sixty-nine per cent of respondents said they'd had a visit from 

a door to door salesperson in the past two years.   

Respondents were given the opportunity to freely nominate 

who had visited them, and many mentioned multiple 

companies or industries: 

 Utility suppliers were mentioned 493 times 

 Telecommunications, internet service providers and 

pay television providers  were the second most 

nominated kinds of services, with 224 mentions  

 Home maintenance and improvement products 

also featured prominently. Roofing, guttering, tree 

lopping services, roller door shutter providers real 

estate, etc, were noted 122 times 

 Fifty six respondents also indicated that they'd been 

visited by religious visitors and people seeking 

donations to a range of charitable organisations  

 Fifty mentions were made of miscellaneous leisure 

good services, such as holidays, art, and food and 

beverage deliveries 

 Personal and beauty products received 20 mentions 

  Nine mentions were also made of financial 

products—primarily insurance 

  

Positive 

(3%)

Negative 

(77%)

Mixed  

(20%) 

March  2012 

Key findings: 

 77% dislike door-to-door sales 

 Only 3% have a generally positive opinion 

of door-to-door selling 

 Consumers feel misled by in-home sales 

 56% of shoppers feel the greatest pressure 

to purchase when visited at home 

DOOR TO DOOR SALES: CONSUMER VIEWS 
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H I G H  P R E S S U R E  S A L E S   

Overwhelmingly, people feel most pressured to buy products 

and services when the offer is made in the home.  

 Thirty six per cent of respondents told us they'd feel 

the most pressure if someone visited them having 

made an appointment 

 Twenty per cent of respondents indicated that an 

unsolicited door to door sales person would exert 

the most pressure on  them 

 

Q: In which of the following scenarios would you feel the 

most pressure to buy a product or service ?(n=1014) 

1— Pre-arranged appointment at my home (36%) 

2— Unsolicited door-to-door sale (20%) 

3— ‗Today only‘ offer at shop counter (14%) 

4— Over the telephone sale (9%) 

5— Being asked to sign up for something in the 

street/shopping centre (8%) 

6— Online when I want to make a quick purchase as I‘m 

busy (5%) 

7— When salesperson approaches in a shop (4%) 

8— Limited time offer sent by letter (4%) 

 

R E G R E T T I N G  A  P U R C H A S E  

A third of respondents told us they'd bought something via a 

door-to-door sale and later thought it was a bad deal. 

 

Q3. Have you ever purchased an item through door-to-door 

sales and then thought it was a bad deal? (n=1014) 

Of those who thought it was a bad deal: 

 the most common reason cited was pressure to sign 

up on the spot, which was later regretted (95 

people)   

 Sixty seven of those who thought it was a bad deal 

found there was a cheaper option elsewhere 

 Fourteen people signed up simply to make the 

salesperson leave 

Many noted that the promise at the point of sale was the 

new service would be cheaper, only to find that this was not 

actually the case. 

The survey did not ask whether people had made a 

purchase at the door; it only asked whether they had made 

a purchase and regretted it. It is likely that the 'no' response is 

comprised of both people who have not purchased door to 

door at all, and those who purchased and did not think it 

was a bad deal.  Unfortunately it is not possible to say how 

many people fall into each group. 

 

 

Q: Why did you decide your purchase was a bad deal? (n 

288 - multiple responses allowed) 

1 – Felt pressure to purchase (95) 

2 – Found cheaper option elsewhere (67) 

3 – Didn‘t need product/service (28) 

4 – Other (21) 

5 – Only agreed so salesperson would leave (14) 

6 – Others in household objected (14) 

7 – Don‘t know (6) 

The vast majority of comments on their door-to-door sales 

experience  pertained to energy and telecommunications 

providers. Claims made at the door appear to be misleading 

consumers, particularly around purported savings:  

"Foxtel. Felt misled by what was on offer in the package 

we chose‖ 
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―Electricity, pushed me to sign up there and then, later 

found it wasn't the best deal available‖ 

―Electricity companies claiming to be cheaper but 

ended up being more expensive‖ 

―Changing phone to Telstra from Optus. Was told several 

lies by the salesman which were not obvious till the first bill 

came...then too late to cancel‖ 

―By switching to TRUenergy we were promised lower 

tariffs and 11% discounts. BUT the discount is only given 

after 12 months, and by then the tariff has been 

increased anyway‖ 

―AAPT home phone.  After 7 weeks and 32 noted phone 

calls, I wrote detailing the calls and cancelled the 

contract as the phone was not connected, despite 32 

promises‖ 

―A set of educational books for my son but realised they 

were too expensive for what you were getting, and some 

of the information would be out of date before they were 

paid for‖ 

―I signed up to upgrade my internet, filled out loads of 

forms, them found out that the deal was false and the 

seller was just trying to get the extra commission" 

"Telephone—deal worse than current supplier when read 

fine print.  Electricity—deal explained did not match PDS 

and agreement" 

―Telecommunications package. Hidden extras!‖ 

―The guy claimed it was the cheapest but when we 

checked ourselves there were several companies 

cheaper" 

C A N C E L L I N G  A N  A G R E E M E N T  

Of those people who had bought something and 

subsequently thought it was a bad deal: 

 Over half - 52% - told us they tried to cancel the 

contract or sale in the cooling off period 

 An additional 20%  tried to cancel, but only after the 

cooling off period had expired 

 Twenty percent didn't try and cancel 

 the remaining 2% were unsure 

The framing of this question means that the results don't tell 

us what proportion of the 72% of attempts to cancel were 

ultimately successful. 

 

Q: If you thought your purchase was a bad deal, did you try 

to cancel the agreement? (n=288) 

R E S E A R C H  H A B I T S  

When asked their preferred way to research goods and 

services they might wish to buy: 

 The most common response was visiting online price 

comparison sites (504 responses) 

 Visiting shops remains popular, with 433 responses 

 Seeking guidance from family, friends or colleagues; 

looking at internet and trade magazines; and 

checking individual company websites also had well 

over 300 nominations each 

  Only seven people of the 1014 surveyed preferred 

to wait for a seller to contact them, for example via 

telemarketing or door-to-door selling  

 

When looking to buy or sign up for a new product/service, 

how do you normally look for and consider the various 

options available? ( n= 1014 - multiple responses allowed) 

1— Online comparison sites (504) 

2— Visit shops (433) 

3— Individual company websites (390) 

4— Internet/trade magazine (350) 

5— Recommendations from family/friends (331) 

6— Independent sources eg Choice (192) 

7— Another way (22) 

8— Don't know (9) 

Yes - during 
cooling off 

period
52%

Yes - but 
after cooling 

off period
20%

No
(26%)

Not sure
2%
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9— Wait for offers eg telemarketing or door to door 

sales (7) 

10— Other (1) 

E N E R G Y  S A L E S &  S W I T C H I N G  

Eighty per cent of people in areas where there is a 

contestable energy market said they'd been visited by a 

door-to-door energy salesperson. 

Of the people who lived in states with a choice of energy 

retail provider: 

 Thirty per cent indicated they never consider 

changing their energy providers  

 Twenty four per cent of respondents stated they only 

considered changing when they moved house.  

 

Q: How often do you consider changing your energy 

provider? (n=901) 

 
Respondents were asked whether they had actually made a 

switch in the past two years and found: 

 

 Fifty three per cent hadn't changed provider 

 Thirty three had changed once  

 

 

 

Q: How many times have you actually changed provider?  

(n=901) 

 

Those who had switched said it was because they: 

 received a  high energy bill (400 responses) or 

 moved house (173 responses) 

Door-to-door selling was not a popular prompt for changing 

providers, with only 13% of respondents (85 individuals) 

nominating this as a factor in their consideration process. 

Q: When you do consider changing your energy provider, 

what has prompted you? (n= 634 multiple responses 

allowed) 

 

1— High energy bill (400) 

2— Moving house (173) 

3— Friends/family discussing it (99) 

4— Door to door sales person (85) 

5— Advertising (69) 

6— General media (69) 

  

Never (30%)

Only when 
moving house  

(24%)
2 years + 

(19%)

Every 1-2 
years (14%)

0-6 months 
(7%)

6-12 months 
(6%)

Once  

(33%)

Never 

(53%)

Three 

times (1%)

Twice  

(9%)
Not sure 

(4%)
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W H A T  C O N S U M E R S  W A N T  F R O M  

E N E R G Y  C O M P A N I E S  

When asked how they would prefer to receive information or 

advice from an energy company: 

 

 less than one percent or only 13 respondents said 

they prefer to receive unsolicited door-to-door sales 

approaches 

 consumers prefer to get information in writing, and 

at a time that suits them, with 'letter/leaflet/bill insert' 

and 'only when I ask for it' garnering strong responses 

 
 

Q: How would you prefer to receive information or advice 

from an energy company ? (n=1014, multiple responses 

allowed) 

1— In a letter/leaflet/bill insert (486) 

2— Only when I ask for it (430) 

3— Online/by email (302) 

4— By appointment (62) 

5— By telephone (37) 

6— Unsolicited door to door sale (13) 

7— Another way (11) 

 

 

 

D O  N O T  K N O C K  R E G I S T E R  

Eight five per cent of respondents supported the concept of 

a Do Not Knock register. 

 

 

Q: Would you support a Do Not Knock register that stopped 

unsolicited salespeople coming to your door? (n=1014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A B O U T  T H I S  R E S E A R C H   

In January 2012, the Consumer Action Law Centre engaged Research Now to undertake a poll of consumer views on door to 

door selling. 1014 adults told us their views in a mix of closed and open questions. The sample was broadly representative of the 

Australian adult population in terms of age, gender and location. A sample of this size gives a 95% confidence interval of no 

more than ±3.2%. Please contact us if you have further questions regarding the data. 

 

The survey specifically looked at views and experiences with energy door-to-door marketing. We looked at how common it is, 

and what impact it has on people's interest in changing their energy provider.  

 

The Northern Territory, Tasmania and Western Australia do not have contestable energy markets; that is, there is a monopoly 

energy provider and competition, where it exists, is in its infancy. We note where we have excluded results for these states where 

the question is premised on having a contestable market.   

Further information:  

Consumer Action Law Centre 

info@consumeraction.org.au 
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